
WELCOME TO SOUTH BOSENT – (Bosent means dwelling place of the saints) 

We were lucky enough to buy this former council owned farmhouse in 2011 with 9.5 acres of land and barns.  It was 
always our intention to create a small haven for wildlife as well as having a garden of interest.  The house and barns 
needed a lot of work (now largely complete) but we still have considerable work to do in the grounds.  We garden as 
far as possible without chemicals but have had to spray some areas to deal with the vast quantities of nettles, dock 
and bramble.  However, as there is a strong emphasis on wildlife habitat, there are significant areas left deliberately 
wild and which will continue to be left so with appropriate maintenance - nettles for the caterpillars that need them 
are not cut back and patches of brambles provide cover as well as nectar and fruit for wildlife (and us!). 

Bob and Adrienne moved here in 2011, but sister Trisha and brother in law Richard joined us in September 2017 and 
have had a significant impact on the development of the grounds since then.  We have made considerable 
improvements in the garden this year but the weather has not helped us – snow and bitter east winds in March 
followed by extreme heat and drought means that new plantings have struggled;  several new borders have been 
created over the last few months and the large pond is new this year.   

We currently have 5 ponds of various sizes but will probably put in more – one of our first actions was to dig a 
decent sized pond as they massively increase the range of wildlife in an area.   

We have built up collections of plants that we love or that do well here but we are still experimenting.  We have 
planted at least 50 different varieties of rhododendron and rose, at least 25 varieties of camellia and hydrangea, 12 
varieties of birch and of willow, 17 of buddleja (excluding the numerous seedlings around and about) and have put 
in over 20 fruit trees in 3 mini orchards, planted 1000s of bulbs - mainly daffodils of many different varieties to give 
a long flowering season in spring;  we generally choose plants for pollinators. 

We have been visited by deer (not always welcome depending on what they eat!), badgers and stoats.  We have a 
pair of barn owls breeding here this year in the nest box.  We have an increasing number of birds (including, notably, 
a mandarin duck and a hoopoe) and a large range of insects including of course butterflies and moths, the range of 
which is increasing as the habitat improves. We have also seen a variety of different bees, wasps and beetles.   All 
creatures are welcome with the exception of vine weevils on which we use nematodes!! 

There are several areas to explore – the more formal gardens at the eastern side include the newly built stone circle 
garden, cabin garden, the new stumpery, the birch glade, the anniversary borders and kitchen garden …) through 
the gap in the old hedge bank into the original garden of the house.  This had just 2 apple trees, a large cotoneaster 
and a cluster of other trees in 2011, everything else in it is new.  There is a 75 metre border which we called the 
Forth border (after the bridge) because it endlessly needs weeding – however it is no longer the longest border! This 
was planted shortly after we arrived and is now in need of significant overhaul, which we plan to do this winter.  
Teas are served on the terrace next to the waterfall and the rill.  

 Round the back of the house and down the west side there is the entrance to the meadow with a section mown as a 
lawn (known jokingly as the croquet lawn!). If you have the stamina, follow the path round the meadow and then go 
down ‘The 39 Steps’ (X 2) to the most westerly corner of the plot. You come back up a more gentle rise through the 
woods - where there are many sweet chestnut trees (and thousands of bluebells and celandines in spring)  - by the 
stream (which feeds into the West Looe river) over the footbridge and past our ‘venerable’ oak – estimated at 150 
years old approx. – and up a few more steps into the bottom corner of the water meadow. 

Here you find the acer glade, the new mini lake, summerhouse and the first pond we installed, many willows and 
cornus, the rainbow border, the third orchard area and the woodland garden for shade loving plants.  

We hope that you enjoy the garden in its present newly developed state and look forward to welcoming you back in 
future years to follow its progress.  




